The hyperfine (hf) structure constants of three atomic niobuim energy levels in the energy range around 23000 cm −1 (at 22936.90, 23010.58, and 23048.58 cm −1 ) are known with only limited accuracy, and the constants of combining levels are sometimes even unknown. Thus we performed laser spectroscopic investigations in the wavelength range between 5600 and 6500 Å, and we excited altogether 16 transitions in which these lower levels are involved. Beside a more precise determination of the hf structure constants of the three lower levels (which were determined on several lines sharing a common upper level), these experiments led to the knowledge of the hf constants of nine levels with previously unknown constants. Beside these results, also the hf constants of 13 further energy levels are reported. For six of these levels, the constants were previously unknown.
Introduction
Niobium (Z = 41) in its natural abundance has only one stable isotope. Its mass number is 93 and its nuclear spin quantum number is I = 9/2. It has a nuclear momentum of 6.1705 (3) μ N and an electric quadrupole momentum of −0.32 (2) × 10 −28 m 2 [1] . The electronic ground state configuration is [Kr] 4d 4 5s and the ground state has the designation 6 D 1/2 . The Nb spectrum was investigated first by the famous tables of C. Moore [3] . Subsequently found energy levels were reported in refs. [4] [5] [6] .
Investigations of the hyperfine (hf) structure of Nb spectral lines were performed by several authors [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Later on, studies were performed in a collaboration of groups in Berlin, Riga, and Istanbul [12] - [20] . Recently, the discovery of some new energy levels was reported [21] . This paper is a continuation of systematic studies of neutral niobium.
Despite all the efforts in the previous papers, the hf constants of a number of energy levels are not known with satisfying uncertainty or even unknown. Since the quadrupole moment of Nb is small, for most of the energy levels, the electric quadrupole constant B cannot be reliably determined from the experimentally observed hf patterns and is thus assumed to be zero. In such cases, the magnetic dipole constant A is describing the hf structure splitting sufficiently.
Experiment
The experimental procedure is the same as in the previous paper [21] but is also discussed e.g. in refs. [22] [23]. Free Nb atoms were produced in a hollow cathode discharge, cooled by liquid nitrogen. The discharge was operated with Ar at a pressure of ca. 0.5 mbar. After some minutes the sputtering process was fully developed and the discharge color changed to light blue which is characteristic for Nb. Then the discharge current was mainly carried by free Nb atoms, which are found in all excited states due to collision processes in the Nb-Ar-plasma.
Narrow-band laser light (line width ca. 1 MHz) was provided by means of a self-made ring dye laser, pumped by 532 nm laser light having a power of 5 W.
The dye laser was operated with the dyes R6G (5540 -6100 Å) and Kiton Red (5900 -6500 Å). The output power was between 100 mW at the edges of the dye ranges and 500 mW at the peak of the corresponding range. The exciting laser During the present investigations, we calculated possible transition wavelengths between the lower even levels of interest and upper odd energy levels in the wavelength range of our lasers using the program "Elements" [24] [25]. Then we set the laser wavelength to such a calculated value and searched for a LIF were successful. The corresponding wavelengths can be found in Table 1 and   Table 2 . . tw this work. The line at 6435.52 Å can be fitted only assuming a relatively large value for B. Q is the qualtity of the fit (inverse proportional to the least quares error sum). The weighted mean values (printed in bold fonts) take into account the value of Q and the uncertainties of the hf constants.
Investigated level
Investigated line, combining level Hf constants of the inv. level from ref. The hf structure constants A of these three even levels are given in ref. [18] Each value was determined on only one line in the near infrared region (wavelength mentioned above). All three lines have different upper energy levels.
Determination of the hf constants of these levels seemed to be desired since a larger number of transitions in the range of our lasers involve these three lower levels and upper levels with up to now unknown hf constants.
First we adjusted the laser wavelength subsequently to the calculated values. A LIF signal was found on altogether 13 transitions. Of special interest is the fact that now we can perform investigations on transitions where upper energy levels are excited from two or even all three interesting lower levels. The investigated line system is shown in Figure 1 . In principle, the hf constants of the involved energy levels can be found from a record of the hf pattern of an investigated line. However, in practice there are some limitations:
1) The signal-to noise-ratio (SNR) of the record must be sufficient. Especially it is important that the spectral position of less-intense hf components can be determined in order to find the hf constants of the involved energy levels without additional assumptions.
2) For Doppler-limited spectroscopy (as performed here) the distance between hf components to be fitted should be in the order of the FWHM of a single component or larger.
3) Sometimes the recorded pattern is rather sensitive to the difference of the A-factors of the combining levels than to their absolute values. Thus for the data evaluation the A-factor of one level must be known.
4) It may happen that the fit result is dependent on assumptions on the spectral line shape (which must be not the same for all components) and on the intensity ratios of neighboured components. This may be the case if the interaction of the laser light with the investigated atomic ensemble causes strong saturation effects due to optical pumping between the different hf sublevels.
These limitations made it difficult to determine precise values for the A constants of the lower levels, since the A-factors of nine combining upper levels were unknown and only one known, but with large uncertainty (A (38448) = 390 (50) MHz [14] ).
Fortunately, among the three transitions to the upper energy level at 39845 cm −1 there was one line (at 5938 Å, transition to 23010 cm −1 ) which allowed determining the A-factors of both involved levels reliably. For the determination of the hf constants we used the program "Fitter" as in various previous papers [26] . The recorded patterns show sufficient SNR, and the A-factors of upper and lower level combine in a way to establish relatively good resolved components or component groups. One of the recorded patterns is shown in Figure 2 .
Indeed we were able to determine from this line the A-factor of the upper level and the lower level at 20310 cm −1 . From the lines at 5912 and 5951 Å we got then values for the other two lower levels at 22936 and 23048 cm −1 . Next we investigated pairs of lines leading from two of the lower levels to a common upper level. Four pairs were available going to the upper levels at 39380, 39885, 40003, and 40008 cm −1 . Each line pattern was fitted independently, assuming the previously determined A-values for the lower levels to be fixed. The results for the constants of the upper levels agree with each other fairly (see Table 1 ). We give for the upper levels the weighted mean value of the results from these two determinations (bold figures in Table 1 , J = 9/2, and 23010.58 cm −1 , J = 9/2). Closely neighbored hf components were coupled in the fit procedure to each other, but the intensities of the groups and the single standing components were treated as free parameters. The lower trace (difference of experimental and calculated curve multiplied by a factor of 0.5) shows no systematic deviations. cg marks the center of gravity.
All results are summarized in Table 1 . In the first three columns energy, J and parity of the investigated level are given. Columns 4 and 5 give the hf constants A and B determined in this work. If no value for B is given, B was assumed to be zero. In column 6 the wavelength of the investigated line is given, and in columns 7 to 11 properties of the combining energy level. In the last Columns hf constants of the investigated level from literature are given, if available.
Since S.K. was co-author of ref. [18] , we were interested in how the new results fit to the earlier data evaluation. Prof. Başar, Istanbul University, sent us the original data resulting from LIF investigations in the near infrared region. We fitted the hf patterns of the three relevant lines, this time using our hf constants of the lower energy levels as fixed parameters, without obtaining any contradictions. The results are given in 
Other Investigations
In the spectral range of our laser system we excited also some other transitions on which we were able to re-determine the hf constants of the involved energy levels or to determine-for altogether 6 levels-the constants for the first time.
The results are shown in Table 3 . The table is designed like Table 1 .
Conclusion
In the present work, we focused mainly on the determination of more accurate hf constants of three levels around 23000 cm −1
. Indeed, using closed transition loops (see Figure 1 ), we were able to determine constants which allowed describing reliably and without contradiction, the hf patterns of the investigated lines. It was possible to determine the hf constants of nine energy levels for the first time and to lower the uncertainty of the A-factor of the level 38448 cm −1 from 50 to 3 MHz. Additionally, we investigated several lines in the treated spectral range. We could determine the A (and sometimes also B) factors of 13 further levels (for six of them for the first time).
